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The eighth edition of best-selling AN INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN SERVICES offers a uniquely

practical and comprehensive introduction to the human services profession. Drawing on the authors'

extensive experience as practitioners, educators, and researchers, the text defines human services,

reviews the historical development of the field, provides a practical overview of the profession, and

emphasizes the skills needed to succeed as a human services practitioner. The book provides a

solid grounding in such fundamental concepts as serving the whole person, using an

interdisciplinary approach, interacting with helper and client, preparing generalists, and empowering

clients. Every chapter includes detailed case studies to highlight the practical applications of key

concepts and prepare students to effectively address issues they are likely to encounter as helping

professionals.Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the

product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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This is a required textbook for my class. It is set up in easily outlined chapters. Easy to read, easy to

learn the material.COURSE MATE PROS: The online code is worth it. Online gives you an eBook,



that can be highlighted, or copied onto note cards. (for online study) There's an online audio version

if you want to listen on the way to class.The COURSE MATE DRAWBACK; Avoid the crosswords

puzzles! They randomly put a blank square at the end of the word, and empty spaces between

words, if it is a two or three word answer. Do the number of squares in no way equals the number of

letters in the word! Sometimes intersecting words will cross at a blank square too.

This book provides an in-depth look at the history of human services. This is a great read for those

entering the human services or social work fields. It not only tells the purpose, but also explains the

responsibilities of the professionals involved. I would definitely recommend this book.

Not very well written. The points the authors are trying to make are not very clear. It might also be

my instructor. I read and reread the assigned chapters and the language is not precise at all to me.

When I received it, I noticed there was something spilled on it and the first 5 or 6 pages are stuck

together.

Arrived quickly. Just the book I needed for a class.

It is a good text book. My teachers fisrt test was all questions about which president was in office

when which things happened, this is not a history course book.

This is a textbook I'm using for my behavioral health class. It's a great book full of very useful

information.

Very good intro book. Went great with my course and provided great information. The explanations

for the terms were very understandable
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